
The silver behemoth from Britain was an angry defensive guard
out on the race course. Try flying through its wake at low altitude!

Unfortunately, math foretold the story of the 2018
Unlimiteds. There weren’t any racers with the speed

to drive past Dreadnought. If anyone tried,
pilot Joel Swager

could simply add
a little

power and maintain
the lead. He didn’t have to — he set

the throttle to stay ahead of the pack all
week. That’s smart racing. 

The Sanders team entered four
aircraft this year, an amazing level of

support for the races (EDITOR’S
NOTE: We are pretty sure this was

a Reno first — a single group
entering four Unlimiteds).

Without this Unlimited
Mafia from Ione, California,

the class would have
appeared even more ane-

mic, and possibly dead.
In all, there were 15

entrants in the pits. 
The Sanders’

contributions to
air racing have

spanned a full
circle of ex-

periences.

When Dreadnought and its Pratt & Whitney R-4360 — brain-
child of the ever-creative Frank Sanders — debuted in 1983,

she became a front-runner and caused Mustang racers to
up their game. The competition was amazing — run-

ners and cruisers battling it out year after year.
As speeds crept past the 460-mph mark,

Dreadnought became a clean-up hitter, ready to
take advantage of any trouble ahead. She’s

probably the most financially successful air
racer in history if winnings, number of fin-

ishes, and reliability are measured. 
Two aircraft represented

the only chance of
competi-

t i o n
for Race 8.

Robin Cran-
dall brought his

Wright R-3350 Sea
Fury Sawbones to be raced
by Curt Brown. This air-

plane normally rips
around the course in the
410-mph range and the
lack of competition meant
the Sawbones team would
place higher in the standings
and take home relatively more
prize money — a good thing.

After a five-year absence, Dr.
Brent Hisey returned with Miss
America, the patriotic red, white, and blue
Mustang with one of the longest racing pedi-
grees. The clipped-wing P-51D sported a racing
Merlin built by Rick Shanholtzer. What level of power the
engine had was a bit of a secret, but the larger exhaust stacks
hinted Hisey was serious about going fast. A second or third place
finish would be good for the team and the checking account. 

The rest of the class consisted of the Sanders R-2800 Sea
Fury Argonaut, flown by Sherman Smoot. Bristol Centaurus-
powered Sea Fury 924, with its sexy five-blade propeller, was
raced by Canadian Mark Watt, while Dennis Sanders raced
Eagle’s Wings. This was the Sanders’ new restoration of the
Thibodeau family’s recently acquired Sea Fury T Mk. 20 fit-
ted with the Sanders modification to carry the R-2800.

In terms of Mustangs, none were really modified for rac-
ing other than Miss America.

Mike Brown returned to the class in his clipped wing —
yet otherwise stock — P-51D Goldfinger. The polished silver
and gold finish glinted in the sun like some crazy fishing lure.
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Each year, Unlimited racing at the Reno National Cham-
pionship Air Races creates a different experience.
Annually, a certain theme emerges and gives meaning
to that particular race week. For 2018, the lack of Super

Unlimiteds wailing around the pylons provided a stark contrast
to the past. This year’s atmosphere was more like an airshow or
a fly-in breakfast. The owners, pilots, and crews were jovial,

interactive, and didn’t have much work to do.
There was a lack of stress. Crewmembers wandered
into other pits, shared cold beverages and laughs,
and generally had a great time.

Fans were obviously attuned to the lack of big
names and were outwardly disappointed their favorite
racers were absent. However, many fans view the Reno
experience, in general, as their yearly sojourn to racing
Mecca and were quite content with the happenings. 

There is a chance last year’s epic battle between Strega
(481.340-mph) and Voodoo (480.744-mph) was an ultimate
climax never to be seen again.

That is a statement all for all us who love these aircraft
need to consider. They were the only two Super Unlimiteds
to compete, and the odds were one of them would suffer a
catastrophic problem before or during Sunday’s Gold. In
2017, what could have been a disappointing parade turned
out to be Reno’s ultimate Unlimited battle. Did the era of
Super Unlimiteds end on that high note?

Nevertheless, the sights and sounds of Mustangs, Sea
Furies — with single examples of Yak and Kingcobra — pac-
ing around the pylons echoed over Stead in 2018. This bit-
tersweet symphony was a chorus devoid of the normal howl-
ing RPM and throaty exhaust.

BACK TO THE FUTURE
The Sanders Sea Fury Dreadnought represented the top-

tier racer for 2018. Nothing much was different in
Dreadnought’s pit — pilots and crew ran their normal pro-
gram and were there to race. It was up to the competition to
mount any challenges. Until that happened, second place
would set the pace — and that pace wasn’t all that fast.

In its heyday, the 4000-horsepower Super Sea Fury could
post 450-mph laps all day long. If you wanted to win Reno, you
had to do two things: Pass Dreadnought, and finish the race.
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Spray
bar water
streaming, Joel
Swager and
Dreadnought head
for a first place Gold
finish at Reno 2018.
“My parents had a dairy
farm next to Chino
Airport,” recalled Joel. “So,
as a kid I was fascinated by
seeing the WWII airplanes
coming and going — so much so
that I would ditch my chores, sneak
through the fence, and get to
Planes of Fame and Fighter
Rebuilders so I could be around
those wonderful aircraft.” Joel’s life
would be changed when Steve Hinton
gave “the kid” a job sweeping up the
hangar floor. (JU)

A SPARSE UNLIMITED CLASS IMPACTED 
THE RENO NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP AIR 
RACES. THE LACK OF SUPER UNLIMITEDS 
ALLOWED FOR AN OPPORTUNITY TO 
EXAMINE OTHER ASPECTS OF THE EVENT

BY SCOTT GERMAIN
RENO PHOTOGRAPHIC TEAM LED BY DOUG FISHER WITH ROGER CAIN, 
JAMES DUNN, DAVID HORN, AND JARROD ULRICH

“When I was a teenager, I dreamed up this happening but I never,
ever, thought it would become a reality.” Joel with the Unlimited
Gold trophy after his decisive victory. (DF)

Sanders Sea Fury Mafia on the Stead ramp. If it were not for these aircraft then Reno would have been a much poorer event. (DH)


